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September 4, 2002
Rodney Stockton
750 NW 38th Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
Dear Rodney,

I want to thank you for your dedication to developing Aloe #1 products. I am so grateful to you for
making such a quality product available.
As a chiropractor, it is important for me to keep my hands healthy. People are always looking at my
hands as I place them on their children and family. My patients would perceive rough hands if I had them
and would not sense the same gentleness that they get with healthy palms. Yet, at the same time, I abuse
my hands in my free time. I workout in the gym and don’t like wearing gloves. I enjoy doing regular
yard work, general home maintenance, and auto repairs which always seems to damage my hands on the
weekends. I have relied on your Aloe #1 Youth-Derm Ointment for a quick repair to have them healed
and smooth by the time I go back to work on Monday.
Though I have always been amazed at how well they healed with your product, my hands have never had
the test like they did just a few weeks ago.
My wife and I were invited to be crew on a sail boat in a Saturday afternoon race. The captain knew my
wife knows a lot about sailing and probably assumed that I had some knowledge too. Not so. He gave
me specific instructions prior to the race on my job, raising and locking down the main sail. It seemed
pretty basic. What I didn’t quite understand was the timing of it all. I figured I would just wait for the
next instruction. Well the time came and the Captain called out his order, “Pull up the sail” So hand over
hand as fast as I could, I pulled it up to the top. I didn’t realize I had to lock down the rope. I was still
waiting for the command, after all, it was my first time on a sailboat. Well the command never came, but
the wind did. It filled up the sail and started ripping the rope out of my hands. I tried to stop it, but in less
than a second, I could feel the skin on my hands melting from the friction. I let go.
The pain was so intense, I couldn’t open my hand to see the damage. When I finally mustered up the
courage, I felt the tightness of the skin on my palms resisting. I finally opened them to see blisters on
every finger and both palms. The blisters had a unique look to them with a tightened melted appearance
that I had never seen on a blister before. I had to hold on to ice packs for the rest of the race. It was the
only way to keep the pain down.
When I went home, I didn’t waste any time. I doused my hands in Aloe #1 Youth-Derm Ointment and
wrapped them in bandages. They started feeling better immediately. I continued to apply the ointment a
couple times a day and within just a few days, they were completely healed. By the next weekend, I
couldn’t even tell they were ever damaged. The results were absolutely miraculous. I thank God for you
and for the products you developed.
Sincerely,

Michael A. Haley, DC
421 SE 4th Avenue
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